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According to a new research by Dell
Technologies, only 42 percent of
businesses in the UAE and Saudi

Arabia exhibit a strong growth on their jour-
ney to digital readiness. Furthermore,
emphasizing on the overall regional capa-
bilities, the research states that businesses
in the Europe, Middle East and Africa
(EMEA) region are maintaining an average
pace of digital adoption (41 percent), as
compared to their counterparts in the
Americas that present a marginally higher
level of digital maturity (45 percent).

The findings result from an independent
survey by Vanson Bourne of 4,000 business

leaders - from mid-size to large enterprises -
across 16 countries, including UAE and
Saudi Arabia, and 12 industries. 

As we stand at the threshold of post-oil
economy, the survey reveals how many
businesses view technology and digital
leadership skills as requisites to succeed
and ensure sustainable business growth. 

While the telecommunication and tech-
nology industry rise to the forefront of digi-
tal transformation at 46 percent and 45 per-
cent respectively, the public healthcare sec-
tor lags behind in embracing the new digi-
tal wave (37 percent). This points to a bigger
issue -digital transformation is not a central

strategic pillar to many organizations. The
survey also highlights that only 4 percent of
the many businesses surveyed in the UAE
and Saudi Arabia are capable of acting digi-
tally. While the vast majority admits to barri-
ers, such as lack of digital expertise, hinder-
ing their progress towards becoming
future-ready. Reflecting the growing digital
skills gaps, more than two-thirds (65 per-
cent) of the respondents agree that lack of
in-house digital expertise and budget con-
straints hinder the advancement of their
digital initiatives. To remedy this situation,
28 percent of the businesses are acquiring
skills through mergers and acquisitions and

joint ventures, whereas 27 percent are
investing in digital skills. To supplement
these efforts, half of the businesses in the
UAE and Saudi Arabia are integrating digital
goals across all departments to measure the
level of digital preparedness. Likewise, two
in three (45 percent) businesses are creating
digital profit and loss statement and 38 per-
cent have invested in a dedicated executive
committee to assess their digital transfor-
mation progress. 

Mohammed Amin, Senior Vice President,
Middle East, Turkey and Africa at Dell EMC
says, “We believe the next industrial revolu-
tion is ripe with new opportunities and will

fundamentally transform every industry. We
are already experiencing this change with the
rise of digital start-ups and innovative busi-
ness models. Therefore, it is imperative for
every business to keep pace with the
momentum by undertaking digital transition.
It is critical for every business leader to invest
in digital talent and advanced technology to
stay relevant and competitive in this rapidly
contesting marketplace. As an industry
leader, Dell EMC is strongly positioned to pro-
vide organizations, regardless of their size,
with the essential technology and infrastruc-
ture to modernize their business and support
them at every step of their digital roadmap.”

Dell Technologies Survey highlights requisites to succeed in a digital age

JAKARTA: Indonesia’s tsunami detection sys-
tem, made up of seafloor sensors that communi-
cate with transmitting buoys on the surface, has
been rendered useless by vandals and lack of
funding. Now Indonesian and US scientists say
they’ve developed a way to dispense with the
expensive buoys and possibly add crucial extra
minutes of warning for vulnerable coastal cities.
The prototype, nearly four years in the making, is
designed to detect so-called near-field tsunamis
and has been tested off Padang on the western
coast of Sumatra. It awaits a decision on govern-
ment funding to connect it to disaster agencies
on land.

A tsunami triggered by a Dec 26, 2004 earth-
quake in the Indian Ocean that killed or left
missing nearly 2,30,000 people, a large share in
Indonesia, raised the urgency of ensuring com-
munities have the fastest possible warnings. But
when a sizeable earthquake struck near the
Mentawai islands 170 kilometers from Padang in
March last year, none of the buoys in the area
meant to transmit tsunami warnings were work-
ing. A disaster official said all of Indonesia’s 22
buoys, which cost several hundred thousand
dollars each and are expensive to operate, were
inoperable because of vandalism by boat crews
or a lack of funds for maintenance.

That quake didn’t cause a tsunami but there
was a chaotic evacuation in Padang, population
1 million, and other cities, which have at most 30
minutes before tsunami waves hit. Because of
lack of information, officials didn’t cancel the
tsunami warning for two hours. “Now we have
no buoys in Indonesia. They are all damaged,”
said Iyan Turyana, an ocean engineer at BPPT,
Indonesia’s Agency for the Assessment and
Application of Technology. “Where do you live in
Indonesia? Jakarta! It’s ok. But if you live in
Padang, if you live in Bengkulu, your life is very
dangerous.” Germany and the US provided 12 of
the buoys, but did not maintain them, he said.

Mega thrust 
For Indonesians, Aceh province in the north

of Sumatra where more than 100,000 people
died after 2004 earthquake, is synonymous with
tsunami risk. Now, however, Padang and nearby
cities face the greatest danger of being wiped
out by giant waves. The magnitude 9.1 quake in
2004, centered in the north of a subduction
zone where one major section of the earth’s
crust is being forced under another, released
enough energy to make a similarly powerful
quake in that area unlikely in the foreseeable
future. In the section of that “mega thrust” off
Padang, pressure has built relentlessly and an
undersea earthquake greater than magnitude
8.5 is possible in the next few decades.

To boost its detection ability, tsunami-prone
Japan has linked dozens of seafloor sensors off
its eastern coast with thousands of kilometers of
fiber-optic cable. That cost several hundred mil-
lion dollars and a similar endeavor would be
impossibly expensive for Indonesia, a vast but
poor archipelago in one of most seismically
active regions in the world. But with $3 million
of funding from the US National Science
Foundation, a prototype network of undersea
sensors has been deployed between Padang
and the Mentawai islands. Buoys are not needed
because the undersea seismometers and pres-
sure sensors send data-laden sound waves to
the warm surface waters. 

From there they refract back into the depths,
traveling 20-30 kilometers to the next node in
the network and so on. At its final undersea
point, the network needs a few kilometers of
fiber optic cable to connect it to a shore station
in the Mentawai islands where the cascades of
data would be transmitted by satellite to the

meteorology and geophysics agency, which
issues tsunami warnings, and to disaster officials
in Padang. “This entire process likely takes 1-3
minutes instead of the 5-45 minutes typical of
the buoy system,” said Louise Comfort, a
University of Pittsburgh expert in disaster man-
agement who has led the project, which also
involves engineers from the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute.

Crying wolf effect 
“We get a more immediate record of the seis-

mic movement and with that more immediate
record we gain a few minutes of very valuable
time,” she said. “And we get a clearer signal of
whether or not there is going to be a tsunami.”
Laying the cable will cost the Indonesian gov-

ernment about 1.5 billion rupiah ($112,000), said
Turyana, the ocean engineer. The Ministry of
Research, Technology and Higher Education is
considering a funding proposal. The system has
not been deployed elsewhere, but could be an
option for other poor countries or regions that
are vulnerable to tsunamis.

Since 2004, the mantra among disaster offi-
cials in Indonesia has been that the earthquake
is the tsunami warning and signal for immediate
evacuation. Not everyone is convinced a tsuna-
mi detection system is essential. “Why? Because
the tsunami is too quick to arrive to the land.
After the earthquake, we evacuate. No need to
detect the tsunami. Just evacuate. That is the
second opinion. 

That is why it is hard to have the budget,” said
Turyana. Memories of the 2004 tsunami are fresh
enough that Indonesians living near the coast
typically run for high ground whenever the land
shakes, as it frequently does.

Yet without a reliable system that reduces
false alarms, a “crying wolf” effect will eventually
change people’s behavior, say proponents of the
detection network. Not least, it can give disaster
officials give crucial information about a tsuna-
mi, such as the heights of its waves and where
and when they will hit. 

“This system is to make sure the tsunami is
really coming,” said Febrin Ismail, a structural
engineer involved in earthquake mitigation and
tsunami planning for Padang. “Sometimes after
the earthquake, people are running and then
they see the tsunami doesn’t come. In the future
maybe they don’t run again. We are afraid the
quake itself is not effective.” — AP

Indonesia tsunami network 

could add crucial minutes

New prototype to detect near-field tsunamis

JAVA ISLAND: In this file photo, a buoy which is a part of a tsunami warning system developed
by GITEWS (German-Indonesian Tsunami Early Warning System) floats in on the sea as German
R V Sonne is seen in the background during an installation simulation on Sunda straits off Java
island, Indonesia. — AP photos

JAKARTA: In this photo, Iyan Turyana, an
ocean engineer at BPPT, Indonesia’s Agency
for the Assessment and Application of
Technology, talks during an interview in
Jakarta, Indonesia.

WASHINGTON: The FBI on Monday defended its
decision to withhold documents on how it
unlocked an iPhone used by one of the San
Bernardino, California, shooters, saying the infor-
mation could be exploited by “hostile entities” if
released to the public. 

The Justice Department earlier this month
released heavily censored records in response to
a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit from The
Associated Press, Vice Media and Gannett, the
parent company of USA Today. Among the infor-
mation withheld were details about how much
the FBI paid last year to a third party to unlock
the work phone of Syed Rizwan Farook, who
along with his wife killed 14 people at a holiday
party in Dec 2015, as well as the identity of that
vendor. In a court filing Monday that sought to
justify those redactions, the Justice Department
argued that the information it withheld, if
released, could be seized upon by “hostile enti-
ties” who could develop their own “countermea-
sures” and interfere with the FBI’s intelligence
gathering. The government also argued that dis-
closure “would result in severe damage to the
FBI’s efforts to detect and apprehend violators of
the United States’ national security and criminal

laws through these very activities and methods.”
“The withheld information is also very specif-

ic in nature, provided during a specific time peri-
od, and is known to very few individuals,” Justice
Department lawyers said. The FBI in its most

recent filing broadened the legal arguments it
had used earlier this month, when it released
about 100 pages of largely redacted documents,
saying for the first time that national security
was at risk and that the records were entirely
exempt from disclosure under the law. It has
moved to keep 23 additional pages fully secret.
The Obama administration had imposed a “fore-
seeable harm” standard for withholding records
under the Freedom of Information Act, saying
that “openness prevails” in the face of doubt and
that “speculative or abstract fears” are not suffi-
cient for withholding documents.

The media organizations sued in September
to learn how much the FBI paid and who it hired
to break into the phone of Farook. The FBI for
weeks had maintained that only Apple Inc. could
access the information on its phone, which was
protected by encryption, but ultimately broke or
bypassed Apple’s digital locks with the help of
an unnamed third party. In the records released
this month, the FBI censored critical details that
would have shown how much the FBI paid,
whom it hired and how it opened the phone.
The files had been marked “secret” before they
were turned over under the lawsuit.—AP

TOKYO: This file photo shows Honda Motors President Takahiro Hachigo poses with
its new fuel cell vehicle (FCV), the Clarity Fuel Cell during a press preview at the com-
pany’s headquarters in Tokyo. — AFP

NEW YORK: General Motors and Honda
announced plans Monday for the first
“mass production” of  an advanced
hydrogen fuel cell system that could be
used in future vehicles. 

The two companies, which have col-
laborated on the technology since 2013,
will  launch the Fuel Cell  System
Manufacturing venture in an existing
GM battery facil ity in Brownstown,
Michigan, south of Detroit, the US auto
capital. Production is expected to begin
around 2020 and the venture will create
nearly 100 new jobs, the companies said
in a statement.

GM and Honda will invest $85 million
each in the technology. Fuel cell vehicles
can operate on hydrogen made from a
renewable source such as wind and bio-
mass. The only emissions from these
engines is water vapor. 

“Over the past three years, engineers
from Honda and GM have been work-
ing as one team with each company
providing know-how from its unique
expertise to create a compact and low-
cost next-gen fuel cell system,” said
Toshiaki Mikoshiba, chief operating offi-
cer for Honda in North American.

Fuel cell technology has been under
study for some 20 years as an alternative
to the combustion engine. However, the
technology so far has not made econom-
ic sense, in part because of a lack of infra-
structure to recharge vehicles with
hydrogen. Mark Reuss, GM executive vice
president for global product develop-
ment said, “The combination of two lead-
ers in fuel cell innovation is an exciting
development in bringing fuel cells closer
to the mainstream of propulsion applica-
tions.”— AFP 

SAN FRANCISCO: A technology-wielding
archeologist billed as a real-world “Indiana
Jones” on Monday launched an online
platform that lets anyone help discover
archeological wonders and fight looting. A
“citizen science” platform that space
archaeologist Sarah Parcak wished for a
year ago as part of a coveted TED prize
went live at GlobalXplorer.org . “The
world’s hidden heritage contains clues to
humankind’s collective resilience and cre-
ativity,” Parcak said in a release.

“With GlobalXplorer we are empowering
a 21st century army of global explorers to
discover and protect our shared history.” A
video of Parcak unveiling the wish was post-
ed online Monday at www.ted.com.
GlobalXplorer blends satellite imagery with
pattern-hunting of a sort to make a game of
spotting clues to the whereabouts of antiq-
uities or looting. Visitors to the website are
invited to sign in and take a quick tutorial
before virtually hunting relics and thieves.

Spending time scrutinizing satellite
imagery lets people “level up” as in video
games and earn rewards such as a chance
to virtually join archeologists on actual
digs. “Parcak’s wish has put the tools in
everyone’s hands to discover and protect
humanity’s rich history, effectively open-
ing up a traditionally closed discipline,”
said TED prize director Anna Verghese.
“Now our stories are safeguarded by mil-
lions rather than just a handful.”

Eye on Peru    
Only tiny sections of imagery are

shown, along with broad location data

such as what country is involved, to
avoid being a resource for looters seek-
ing tips of where to search. DigitalGlobe,
which specializes in capturing high-reso-
lution pictures of the Earth from space,
said that it provided more than 200,000
square kilometers of satellite imagery of
Peru and a customized version of an
online crowd sourcing tool. National
Geographic and Sustainable Preservation
Initiative were listed among collabora-
tors on the project.

Archeologists will follow up on sites
pinpointed by the “crowd,” paving the
way for protection from governments or
law enforcement agencies. “As soon as
they see new or destroyed sites from
space, we will be there on the ground to
investigate and protect them,” said SPI
founder and executive director Larry
Coben. Sarah Parcak envisions a 21st
century army of citizen scientists discov-
ering and defending relics. Parcak con-
demned destruction of antiquities by the
likes of violent extremists from the
Islamic State group and saw looting
done by the desperately poor as “heart-
breaking.”

The TED Prize provides a million dol-
lars to kickstart a big vision and opens a
door to call on the nonprofit organiza-
tion’s innovative, influential and ingen-
ious community of “tedsters” for help.
The TED community includes scientists,
celebrities, politicians, artists, and entre-
preneurs. Her work has caused some to
refer to Parcak as a real-world version of
the Indiana Jones character made
famous in films starring Harrison Ford.
Parcak is a professor at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham, where she
founded the Laboratory for Global
Observation.

She has won attention for her work
satellite mapping Egypt and uncovering
hidden pyramids, tombs and settle-
ments. The annual TED Prize has grown
from $100,000 to a million dollars since it
was first awarded in the year 2005, to U2
band leader Bono and his vision of fight-
ing poverty and disease. Since its incep-
tion in 1984, TED has grown into a global
forum for “ideas worth spreading” and
has won a worldwide following for trade-
mark “talks” during which accomplished
speakers deliver thought-sparking pre-
sentations. —AFP

Hacking tool info could be 

of use to hostile entities

WASHINGTON: In this file photo an iPhone is
seen in Washington. — AP
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